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PROSPERING THROUGH INNOVATION 

ADVANTAGES 
The advantages of using holographic display as compared to 
traditional displays are as follows:  
•   Have four view angles (front, left , right and back)  to make up   
    a whole holographic object 
•   Give better depth and shape perception 
•   Have real time multiple interaction for holographic contents 
•   Give user friendly and economical ways to present digital 
products 
 
MARKET POTENTIAL  
The potential for this solution can be varies between consumer 
to product marketer, or just plain tech nerds. Depending on the 
purpose, the market potential can be expandable.  
 
CONSUMER/END USER  
• Able to experience hologram in your own palm in an 

inexpensive and user friendly solution. 
 

INDUSTRY APPLICATION 
• To display and share their product perspective in more 

appealing approach and better understanding.  
• An alternative to replace broacher in explaining the 

industry/company product.  
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INTRODUCTION  OF TECHNOLOGY 
Using holographic viewing in mobile devices seems logical as the 
next step in advancing the display varieties after mixed reality 
phenomena such as augmented reality and virtual reality. Even 
though hologram is not a new technology, the real potential of 
holographic visualization in mobile devices has yet to be tapped, 
particularly interacting with available visual contents.  
 
Holographic viewing helps the process of assimilating and 
understanding complex structure such as human anatomy, 
multipart engine structure, compound particle and able to add 
supplementary persona to the visual contents as well. Thus, we 
present an inexpensive holographic viewer using hologram 
pyramid in mobile devices with real time interaction, in making it 
available for everyone to experience hologram in their own palm.  
 

INVENTION 
The current hologram pyramid offers on hologram display without 
any real time interaction to the visual content. While it is exciting to 
view holographic content but without interaction it will be less 
functional. Since it is difficult to use the normal finger interaction 
with the pyramid on top of mobile devices, our solution is using 
voice command and hybrid finger interaction with mobile sensor for 
more seamless interaction.  
 
The hologram pyramid is a display that does not require extra 
energy and is reusable, making it an environmental friendly 
hologram solution.  End user can be varies between end consumer 
to product marketer, or just plain tech nerds. With, 3D holographic 
renderer, creative content developer or anyone able to share their 
artworks in a more user friendly and economical ways.  
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